
You deserve the benefits from a 21st century solution
BINPAK can fix your trash troubles

And like most really good ideas
The best ones are surprisingly simple!

waste | cardboard | recycling

It’s time to take out the trash!
...and that includes your old waste equipment



Reduce your overall waste cost
 The high compaction ratio of BINPAK, combined with the ergonomic design, 
 reduces your monthly costs.

Optimize your recycling options
 BINPAK optimizes recycling options with a solution that improves the handling 
 of your recyclable materials including cardboard and mixed recyclables. 
 Eliminate multiple containers that take up space, or multiple pickups, by 
 compacting recyclables instead with the BINPAK compactor.

Improve neighbor relationships
 Attractively designed, BINPAK is a sealed unit that prevents waste from 
 spilling out and causing unsightly areas on the property.

Addresses environmental concerns
 The design of the BINPAK compactor keeps trash, odours and liquids contained. 
 The BINPAK also keeps out pests and animals such as racoons, birds and wasps.

Improve staff health and safety
 With a low loading height of 26”, BINPAK compactors make handling easier 
 for staff with less lifting and less spillage. Musculoskeletal injuries, such as 
 those from heavy lifting, are the primary reason for workplace injuries.

Prevent unauthorized dumping
 BINPAK is a secure, fully-enclosed compactor that prevents unauthorized 
 dumping and vandalism.

Reduce truck traffic
 By condensing volume, BINPAK compactors require fewer pickups per month 
 with a front-load truck. Fewer pickups means less congestion and traffic 
 disruption in parking areas and access lanes, improving safety for staff, 
 suppliers and visitors.

Simple to install and easy to relocate
 BINPAK does not require any guides, rails, pads or lag bolts – simply connect 
 the electrical plug end using 30 AMP/208-240 VAC/single phase power and 
 it is ready to go! Need to move your BINPAK? No problem! You will just need 
 to relocate your electrical power source and move the bin to the new spot.

The 6-yard 
waste 
container 
with built-in 
compaction 
using patented 
technology

Improve operational efficiency
with BINPAK!

Quick emptying cycle times with one electrical 
connection and auto re-latching lid.
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SPECIFICATIONS
A: Height – Overall   83 in
B: Load Height (Standard)   26 in
C: Width – Overall   83 in 
D: Depth – Overall   64 in
Fill Door Opening   20 x 32 in 
Weight (approximate)    1255 kg / 2760 lb 

ELECTRICAL SINGLE PHASE THREE PHASE
Volts  208-230  208-230
Amps   30 30

PERFORMANCE
Cycle Time    52 sec.
Compaction Ratio  waste up to 6:1
  cardboard up to 4:1
  recyclables up to 8:1

CAPACITIES
Volume                                                                   6 cubic yard

Meets or exceeds CSA SPE-1000 standards, is ESA approved and TUV/UL certified 
as complying with specific ANSI/UL safety standards.

Single or three-phase available at time of order
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